24/7 Access

Are you getting the most complete cleaning
service available today?

iMOPS is web driven, exclusively providing you with accessibility to
the area’s most complete maintenance service, The Arthur Jackson Co. If
you have internet access—on your desktop, mobile phone, or tablet—you
can access iMOPS.

It’s Unique

Introducing iMOPS

The interactive Management
Operations System, only available
from the Arthur Jackson Company.

Do you have 24/7 access to your cleaning service?

iMOPS is a new concept in managing corporate and institutional
maintenance, custom designed to meet your every need.
Interactive and available whenever you are.

iMOPS is customized for you and your company’s maintenance needs.
It’s password protected, allowing you to reach us with any and all
questions, requests or cleaning requirements. Only you or designated
representatives can login, ensuring your voice will b
 e heard directly.

Can you reach out anytime with a cleaning task,
request or concern?

Have you considered the environment in
choosing your cleaning service?

It’s Immediate

Arthur Jackson believes in sustainability. We practice and
support green cleaning while also maintaining the safest
possible environment for employees and tenants.

iMOPS allows for interactive communication between y our company
and The Arthur Jackson Co. —with real-time reaction and response to
what you seek a nd request from a quality maintenance company.

It’s Responsible

iMOPS assures you that our work and safety precautions are carefully
documented and available for your review.

It’s Thorough

iMOPS is comprised of 9 individual sections that incorporate important
features like Requests, Quality Assurance, Nightly Reports, Project
Tracking, and even individualized Inventory Control. Track and manage
in real time—by floor, tenant, or suite number.

It’s here now!

MOPS

Interactive Management Operations System

The latest technology has merged with our
old fashioned customer service

Together they add up to a superior performance quotient for all existing
cleaning and maintenance services. Only The Arthur Jackson Company
has iMOPS and we are making it available exclusively to our customer
base. Contact us at imops@arthurjacksonco.com to setup a presentation
on what surely is the most comprehensive client driven system for
cleaning and maintenance—anywhere.
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